FAMILY GUIDE

American Art at the National Gallery of Art

ages 6 and up
Welcome to the National Gallery’s Collection of American Art

Follow this booklet for an experience in “artful looking.” Cues and questions encourage group discussions that turn looking into learning. Share and compare opinions as you look at the art on display.

Remember to explore paintings with your eyes only; do not touch. If you stand about three feet away from the art, you will have a perfect view.
Memorable Moments

Today, photographic portraits keep memories alive. In early America, painted portraits served this purpose by making images of family members last for future generations.

Take a step into the memories of earlier Americans, captured by portraits in Galleries 60A, 60B, and 62.

Find portraits that show:

- People looking their best
- Careers
- Wives and husbands
- Activities or chores
- Leaders of the country
- Family groups

Would you want an image of your worst memory?
Someone pictured in these galleries did . . .

Find the large painting in Gallery 60B and imagine yourself flailing backward in the ocean, at your head a shark with its jaws wide open. This is Brook Watson, a young orphan and boat hand who later became mayor of London, England. He had this painting made to show others that even an orphaned child who loses his leg to a shark can succeed in life.

Can you identify three ways Watson’s mates are trying to save him?
Folk Artist’s Checklist

Early American portraitists were often self-taught or learned painting in a different trade such as sign, ship, or furniture painting. That’s why their portraits may look flat, with bold colors that resemble stenciling.

Look carefully at the paintings in Gallery 63. All the phrases below describe elements of folk art. Check them off as you find them in works on view here:

- Thick outlines
- Doll-like expressions
- Bright colors
- Stiff poses
- Flat surfaces
- Intricately patterned fabrics (rugs, clothing)

Study the expressions of both humans and animals pictured in this gallery. Now choose who best conveys the feelings or moods listed below among the cows, horses, children, adults, lions, bears, and other creatures depicted. Don’t forget dogs!

- worried
- joyful
- surprised
- thoughtful
- alert
- excited
- contented

Which person or animal would you choose as a companion?

Want to make your own folk art? Go to NGAkids Faces & Places at www.nga.gov/kids/zone/facesplaces.htm.
Let's Go for a Walk

Nineteenth-century landscape paintings recorded the features and atmosphere of actual and imaginary places. Many of these scenes symbolized the promise Americans saw in their vast country.

**Locate** and **check off** the kinds of American landscapes you see in Galleries 64 and 67.

- Scenic vistas of mountains, valleys, gorges, lakes, and rivers
- Colors of autumn
- Quiet places in the woods
- Large stretches of land
- Technicolor skies

As you wander through these galleries, **choose** one place you would like to visit. Now **imagine** yourself there and **record** your experience by filling in the letter on the next page.
I thought of you today when I went for a walk with ___________________________ artist's name

to see ______________________________. We type of place in picture

going on a __________________________ day weather

in the __________________________. I was morning, afternoon ...
surprised to see __________________________ describe your surroundings there

I took a deep breath, and the air smelled of __________________________.

I picked up __________________________ and something in your painting

studied it. It felt __________________________ describe

and looked __________________________. describe

My artist guide named this place __________________________ title of painting

________________________ your signature
Do you have a friend or family member who is serving or has served in the military? The Shaw Memorial honors one of the first African American regiments to fight in the Civil War (1861–1865), which ended slavery in this country.

**Look** closely at this monument by sculptor Augustus Saint-Gaudens. **Search** for:

- Rifles
- Backpacks with sleeping rolls
- Flags
- Drums
- Men and boys in uniform
- A man on horseback
- Canteens

**Identify** any sounds you might hear.

Based on what you see and hear, do you think the soldiers are going into or returning from battle? **Convince** your group of your opinion.
Reliefs by Other Names

The Shaw Memorial is a relief sculpture—parts of its design stand out from the background. Relief sculpture is an art form that has been used to honor personal and public events from ancient times to the present.

Match these images to their type of relief sculpture and you will have traced some of its most famous uses throughout history.

A Greek grave marker (stele)
B Egyptian obelisk
C Cameo
D Roman arch
E Italian chest (cassone)
F Renaissance portrait medal
G Coin
Games children played in early America included duck-duck-goose, hide-and-seek, marbles, checkers, and dominoes (pictured here).

To convince his skeptical British audience that the colors of autumn in America truly were as brilliant as in Autumn—On the Hudson River, Jasper Cropsey placed specimen leaves beside the painting while it was on view in his London studio. Why? English fall foliage was drab in comparison.

A Watery Coat of Arms
Brook Watson’s personal crest recalls the shark attack that took part of his right leg. Can you find the sea god Neptune and Watson’s missing limb?
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